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"sovereignty/9 "national/* "federal" had been used "inaccurately
& delusively"—as indeed they had, He did not point out that the
delegates repeatedly said "federal" when they meant "confeder-
ate/' and "national" when they meant only "federal/' But he
insisted that the states "were not 'sovereigns' in the sense con-
tended for by some. They did not possess the peculiar features
of sovereignty. They could not make war, nor peace, nor alli-
ances, nor treaties. Considering them as political Beings, they
were dumb, for they could not speak to any foreign sovereign
whatever. They were deaf, for they could not hear any proposi-
tions from such Sovereign. They had not even the organs or
faculties of defence or offence, for they could not of themselves
raise troops, or equip vessels, for war/' If the "Union of the
States" had had the right to establish a confederation, it must
have the right also to effect a consolidation. While the states
retained "some portion" of their sovereignty, they had "certainly
divested themselves of essential portions of it" when they joined
the Confederation. "He doubted much the practicability of
annihilating the States; but thought that much of their power
ought to be taken from them."
Martin of Maryland argued on the basis of an entirely different
theory. "The separation from Great Britain/* he declared, "placed
the 13 States in a state of nature towards each other." They
would have remained in that state of nature "till this time, but
for the confederation/' They had entered into the Confederation
"on a footing oj equality," and in his opinion they had now "met
to amend it on the same footing/* That is, the states, on the calling
of the Convention, had reverted to their pre-Confederation status,
and were now making a new central government as if none had
existed and as if nothing had happened to the United States
during the period of union. "He could never accede to a plan
that would introduce an inequality and lay 10 states at the
mercy of Virginia, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania/'
Wilson could not admit that the Revolution had thrown the
states into a state of nature. He read the original resolution of
Congress, June 7, 1776, on the right of the United Colonies to
independence, "observing thereon that the United Colonies
were declared to be free & independent States; and inferring
that they were independent, not Individually but Unitedly, and
that they were confederated as they were independent, States/*

